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The Beastgear UniTux is designed for protection!

The Beastgear UniTux is designed for protection! The UniTux Upper Body Armor comes in two styles -
long sleeve and short sleeve. Designed to fit both men and women!

FULL SLEEVE CHFULL SLEEVE CHEST ARMOREST ARMOR $189.95-H$189.95-H

UNITUXUNITUX CHEST ARMORCHEST ARMOR

� Designed with ventilated polyester spandex fabric, with a secure
fit, that is tough against wear and ripping, easy to wash

� The chest and abdomen areas have two layers of high-density
perforated foam with high impact polyethylene strips. Designed to
articulate with your body for comfort and protection

� Removable adjustable spine protector

� Dual synch kidney belt

� 6 mm (1/4”) thick elbow and forearm protection, designed similar
to hard hat technology - there is no direct impact to crucial areas.

� Air vents on the side of the elbow and the forearm expel air when
there is an impact, preventing bruising, piercing and broken bones.
Internal bruising is caused by vibration and external bruising is
caused by air impact. Therefore the Beastgear system prevents
both!

ADULT 2XS XS SM MD LG XL 2XL

Uni Tux Full

Black - - 469-0012 469-0014 469-0016 469-0018 469-0019

Pink - - 469-0032 - -

PODIUMPODIUM VERSAFITVERSAFIT ARMORARMOR

� One size fits all - the podium versa-fit is design to fit children, women and men as a versatile two piece adjustable
protective product

� Choose from a "casual" to "full" protection. The Versafit is designed so that each piece can be separated and moved
to provide a better fit with maximum protection and comfort.

� The straps are designed to provide a wider range of versatility in fit

� Leg Armor has an adjustable knee and shin combo

LEG ARMORLEG ARMOR 469-0503 $89.95-H469-0503 $89.95-H

Ride Hard! Ride Safe!
Wear Beastgear for the Ultimate in Protection!
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MULTI SUITMULTI SUIT

The Beastgear Multi-Suit is designed for versatility! Whether street, dual sport, moto, adventure, touring or casual
riding, the multi-suit is designed to meet your needs. Jacket and pants zip together at the lower back to make a
one piece suit but are sold separately to fit all unique body shapes!

ADULT SM MD LG XL 2XL

Full Fabric Multi-Suit Jacket $169.95-H

Black 469-1072 469-1074 469-1076 469-1078 469-1079

Full Fabric Multi-Suit Pant $149.95-H

Black 469-1082 469-1084 469-1086 469-1088 469-1089

Air Mesh Multi-Suit Jacket $169.95-H

Black 469-1092 469-1094 469-1096 469-1098 469-1099

Camo 469-1052 sold out 469-1056 469-1058 469-1059

Air Mesh Multi-Suit Pant $149.95-H

Black 469-1102 469-1104 469-1106 469-1108 469-1109

Camo 469-1062 sold out 469-1066 469-1068 469-1069

JACKET $169.95-HJACKET $169.95-H

PANT $144.95-HPANT $144.95-H

� CE approved removable armor

� Machine washable

� Jacket and pant sold separately to fit every body shape
and can be zipped together to make a one piece suit!

� Made from 600 denier Cordura� material.

� Double stitched seams.

� Comes in black or snow camo colors with a choice of full
fabric or air mesh design.

KEVLARKEVLAR HOODIEHOODIE WWITITH SPINE PROTECTORH SPINE PROTECTOR

� Kevlar on inside of shoulders & all down arms

� Elbow & Shoulder Pads

� Spine Protector included

� Nylon thumb loops to keep it in position

Ride Hard! Ride Safe!
Wear Beastgear for the Ultimate in Protection!

$189.95-H$189.95-H

ADULT SM MD LG XL 2XL

Hoodie w/ Protection

469-1202 469-1204 469-1206 469-1208 469-1209




